
 

Logistics Project Manager - Transportation 

 

Location: Shakopee, MN 

Employment Type: Full-Time  

Employment Status: Regular  

Functional Area: Logistics 

  

As a Transportation Analyst you are a crucial part of supporting project management for Installation, Logistics, and 

Construction Services. You’ll ensure LI Group gets the right product, to the right place, at the right time. Working in a 

fast-paced 3PL business environment, no day will be the same! You will be assigned to special projects which will 

optimize carrier performance, drive cost savings and teach you how to utilize a continuous improvement approach. 

Requesting multiple RFQ’s and taking an “outside-the-box” approach to creatively provide ways to drive down costs and 

increase margin dollars. 

The responsibilities you will have in this role are as follows -  

 Planning and coordination of transportation flow from vendors, consolidation points, and end user destinations 

utilizing multiple bids to optimize freight considerations. 

 Sources freight to carriers providing cost effective routing and reduced transit times. 

 Evaluate routing solutions, recommend optimal transportation solutions and create optimal freight movements. 

 Evaluate, modify, and enhance a quote recommended shipping solution to ensure optimal load building of 

freight across major modes of transportation (Truckload, Intermodal, LTL, and limited parcel). 

 Develop continuous move opportunities with new carriers. 

 Assess carrier capacity and lane performance ratings; evaluate and report on carrier performance including on-

time performance, and acceptance/decline rates. 

 Establish and maintain key KPI’s evaluating quoted profitability along with additional margin dollars netted. 

 Reports on and tracks all vendor service issues to LI Group Project Managers on large scale projects. 

 Maintain contact with core carriers, engage in new carrier relationships, and regularly collaborates with internal 

LI Group teams. 

 Other responsibilities as assigned.  

The skills that will make you successful -  

 Bachelor’s degree in Logistics, Business or Industrial Engineering or a minimum 10 years of relatable experience. 

 Exceptional Microsoft Suite proficiency (Word, Excel, PowerPoint). 

 Ability to work remotely and independently in a demanding, fast-paced environment.  

 Strong critical thinking and problem solving skills; no day is the same, the ability to assess situations quickly and 

provide alternate solutions is key to success. 

 Excellent communicator with the ability to build and maintain relationships; both internally with Construction, 

Rollout, and Logistics departments and externally with our strategic partners.  

 Flexible and adaptable; priorities change frequently based on business demands, the ability to change direction 

quickly is critical. 

 Strong acumen for manipulating and making inferences from data. 

 


